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WE’RE SKY5, THE MOST
POWERFUL FORCE IN
COMMERCIAL HIGH LEVEL
BUILDING CLEANING, FAÇADE
MAINTENANCE, AND HEIGHT
SAFETY SERVICES.
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When three of the strongest and
most respected names in the
industry integrate, the result is
Sky5. With an unparalleled degree
of combined expertise, together
we’re the most experienced,
capable and highly trained rope
access and height safety specialists
in Australia.
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WORKING
TO THE
HIGHEST
STANDARD

Our mission
Our reach
Our combined experience
Our values
Our expertise
High access cleaning
Compliance
Rope access maintenance
Construction
Installation
Community
Safety first
O ur clients
Partnering with purpose
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WE’RE
AIMING
HIGHER
6

OUR MISSION
IS TO BE
AUSTRALIA’S
LEADING
COMMERCIAL
ACCESS
SOLUTIONS
AND FAÇADE
MAINTENANCE
PROVIDER.
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WE’RE REACHING FURTHER
Our commitment to leading safety and compliance
standards, delivering excellence and constantly
innovating keeps us at the forefront of the industry.

98%
CUSTOMER
RETENTION
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+
2000
CUSTOMERS NATIONWIDE

No.1

5,000+ FAÇADE ACCESS
AND FALL PREVENTION
SYSTEMS INSTALLED

WINDOWS
CLEANED

+
70
HIGHLY
SKILLED
STAFF

WE’RE

DEDICATED
HEALTH
AND SAFETY
MANAGEMENT
TEAM

SERVICING
ALL TYPES OF
BUILDINGS AND
STRUCTURES

30

CERTIFIED
SAFETY
ACCREDITATIONS
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WE’RE CHANGING
THE LANDSCAPE
Our unique strategic partnership gives you the
strength of more than fifty years of combined
industry experience. Led by respected high
access pioneers, we are passionate about taking
the safety, quality, and service of our industry
to a whole other level.
AVOCLEAN
The first to pioneer rope access techniques, revolutionising high-rise window
cleaning and façade maintenance, Avoclean enjoys a well-earned reputation
for safety, service, and innovation.

NATIONAL HEIGHT SAFETY GROUP
National Height Safety Solutions are renowned for high standards of safety,
service excellence, and integrated solutions, including their specialist arm,
Window Cleaning Professionals.

FIRST 5 MINUTES
Australia’s largest provider of private emergency response services,
First 5 Minutes specialise in accredited training for high-risk situations,
warden training, emergency management plans and fire and safety audits.
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WE LIVE OUR VALUES
In a business in which trust is paramount, our values define
us and guide everything that we do. Never compromised,
they are the backbone of our business. And our clients,
our team members and our community can rely on
the choices, decisions and actions we take through
our commitment to these four principles.
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Safety

Aspire

Focused

Employer of choice

It’s our priority for our
team members, our
clients and the public.
Simply put, safety
underpins everything
we do.

We try harder to do
better, to achieve more,
and to over deliver
on every project.

We’re the industry leader,
but we never stand still.
We’re fixated on detail
and dedicated to be an
example of best practice.

We maximise the
full potential of our
workforce through
better training, conditions
and remunerations.
That’s why we attract
and retain the best team
in the business.
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OUR

From skyscrapers to shop fronts, whether it’s
cleaning and maintenance, installation and
access solutions, or compliance management,
Sky5 has the resources, experience, and expertise
to deliver the best bespoke solutions to suit your
building, your business and your budget.
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We pride ourselves on the expertise of our
specialist teams, world class systems, and
extreme dedication to safety. So however high
up your project is, you can be sure that a highly
successful outcome is always within reach.

–	High-rise and low-rise buildings
window and façade cleaning

–	Pressure cleaning façades, car parks,
footpaths, roofs and forecourts

–	Pure water high-level
cleaning systems

–	Removing hard water staining and
calcification stains from windows

–	Commercial and industrial
buildings – high level cleaning
and dusting

–	Stainless steel and façade
panel cleaning

–	Building wash downs and façade
and structure cleaning

–	Graffiti removal

–	Gutter and roof clearing

HIGH ACCESS
CLEANING
16
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COMPLIANCE
We provide a highly specialised service
providing comprehensive, best in class risk
advice to senior management in the private
sector and government agencies. We advise on
issues relating to building safety requirements
and resolution planning, plus we audit and
provide specialist height safety and façade
access for commercial, residential
and industrial properties.
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Compliance solutions

Non-destructive testing

–	Inspection and testing

– Ultrasonic examination

–	A xial load testing

–	Radiographic examination

–	Fall prevention equipment
test and tag

–	Eddy current testing

–	Systems compliance

–	Magnetic particle crack testing

–	Customer management portals

–	Liquid penetrant inspection

–	Industry leading reporting

–	Metallurgical/NDT consulting

–	Real Time Xray Imaging (RTI)

–	Ensuring compliance with
Australian Standards
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–	Standby rescue
–	Façade and condition
inspection reports
–	Minor maintenance repair work,
water leaks and make safe works

–	Bird/vermin eradication,
spider treatments, bird spikes
–	Signs and banners installation
and removal
–	Drone services

–	Window and joint sealing

–	Difficult access

–	Painting/coatings

–	Rigging and hauling

–	Concrete repairs (spalling repairs)

–	Confined space

ROPE ACCESS
MAINTENANCE
Sky5’s industrial rope access and abseiling techniques allow
us to work in areas that would otherwise be inaccessible
or too expensive to get to safely. Our team of specialist
tradespeople, builders and engineers reach the trickiest
of spots to get the job done, no matter what the task.
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We work with builders and architects at every
level and at every stage. From project design and
planning to coordination and site installation,
we create and deliver the safest, most robust
height access systems. Each one built for the
purpose from the ground on up.
–	Anchor points

–	Skylight protectors and signage

–	Anchoring systems – Cast in

–	Roof access hatches

–	Static lines

–	Ladder supports and portable ladders

–	Rigid rail systems

–	Fixed rung ladders

–	Guardrails and walkways

–	Step ladders, stairs and platforms
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INSTALLATION
From consultation to installation, Sky5 will
have your high access and fall protection
systems covered. We will deliver turnkey
high access and fall protection systems
that comply to building regulation, as well
as fitting beautifully with your building’s
aesthetics and your budget.
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–	Industrial fall arrest and abseil
anchor points
–	Horizontal static lines
–	Ladder brackets
–	Roof and hatch ladders
–	Vertical line and portable ladders
–	Guard rails and walkway systems
–	Aluminium platforms
–	Bridge systems
–	Harness gear and rigging equipment
–	Personal protective equipment (PPE)
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From single buildings to national
property portfolios, no obstacle
is too high for our capabilities, no task
too complicated for our expert teams,
no undertaking too adventurous
for our rigorous safety standards.
And when it comes to consistently
creating successful outcomes for
our clients, with such a stellar team,
the sky’s the limit.
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WE’RE A TEAM OF
HIGH ACHIEVERS
Composed of over seventy highly skilled
professionals, the Sky5 team is dedicated
to providing the best specialist access
solutions and services in the country.
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WE’RE COMMITTED
TO SAFETY FIRST
Our exemplary safety record, sophisticated
customer management systems and worldclass accreditation means you can be confident
that our safety standards are second to none.
Independently evaluated for compliance,
competence and capability, SKY5 consistently
meets and exceeds industry benchmarks
for safety, quality and service.
Sky5 holds multiple compliance
accreditations, including:
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WE’RE WORKING
WITH SOME OF
AUSTRALIA’S BEST

“	Sky5 were engaged to certify height safety equipment
at sites around Australia. They have been very flexible
in accommodating each site’s requirements and have
gone above and beyond to meet expectations. Their depth
of knowledge and excellent level of workmanship ensured
that all anchor point certification and installations were
completed to the highest standard. Staff are professional,
understanding and reliable and the overall service provided
has been outstanding.”

The calibre of the businesses we work
with is a true reflection of the standard
of work we do.

Tom Davey
Regional OHS&E Manager
Integrated Facilities Management
Sydney Airport
GPT
Meriton Serviced Apartments
St Vincent’s Hospital
University of New South Wales
Sydney Opera House

Goodman

Knight Frank

Westfield
Skywalk

8–12 Chifley
Chifley
Towers

1 O’Connell St
Customs
House

MLC
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Qantas

Jones Lang La Salle
Dexus Property Group
Mirvac
200 George St

Colliers
International

Four Seasons Hotel
Sydney University

Australand

Lendlease

CBRE
Hyatt Regency Hotel

Shangri-la Hotel

Barangaroo
International
Towers
Park
Hyatt
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PARTNERING WITH
PURPOSE TO DELIVER
OUTCOMES OF THE
HIGHEST STANDARD
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At Sky5, our passion is to create, provide and
manage pioneering access and height safety
solutions. We strive for the highest standard
through continuous improvement in everything
we do, driving exceptional outcomes for both
your building and its community. Partner with
us and we will deliver you customised groundup solutions that employ the very best expertise,
technical skills and experience in Australia.
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FIND OUT MORE
1300 301 214
sky5.com.au

Adelaide@sky5.com.au
08 8364 5844
Brisbane@sky5.com.au
07 3067 1136
Melbourne@sky5.com.au
03 9041 2424
Perth@sky5.com.au
08 9227 7688
Sydney@sky5.com.au
02 9267 9666

